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A recent UN World Social Report 2020 titled, ‘Inequality in a Rapidly Changing
World’ sheds light on the various aspects of the “uneven global landscape”.1 The
report reveals that the world is far from the goal of equal opportunity for all and
the rising disparities have undermined the path to achieving the Sustainable
Development Goals (SDGs).
The world faces immense inequality and the development agenda aimed at achieving a shared
future seems a far cry, especially in the developing countries. The Agenda for Sustainable
Development 2030 envisions a better future for all and “Leave no one behind” has been a very
prominent slogan in this regard. Although the world has experienced unprecedented economic
achievement, however, the deep divides between countries remain prominent and the less
developed lag behind when it comes to achieving the global development goals.
The report looks at four mega trends which have a significant impact on inequality. These include:
technological innovation; climate change; urbanization; and international migration.
The first mega trend, ‘technological innovation’, has significant impact as there have been
remarkable breakthroughs in technological development and the world has and continues to witness
the emergence of new, advanced and innovative technologies. Technological change however
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creates winners and losers although technology is transforming societies as well as economies in
several possible ways. The advancement of technological innovation has invariably led to job
destruction and the introduction of robotics, artificial intelligence and similar other evolutionary
technologies are having an impact on societies which cannot be ignored. Sometimes technologies
replace specific tasks and resultantly lead to job losses, however new technologies on the other
hand also create new jobs. It can be said that highly skilled workers tend to benefit from newer
technologies and those affected as a result of technological innovation are the middle and lower
skilled workers who are engaged in manual tasks. Automation in certain domains has also resulted in
an impact on the job market as well. Similarly, technological advancement is also opening
opportunities for people in developing countries in various sectors like health, education and
banking, with a larger number of people having access to these services via online services. It can be
said that the equitable and positive impact of technological innovation on all peoples can only be
realized when the gaps are filled between and within countries and the technological divides are
bridged.
The second megatrend identified by the report is ‘climate change’ and how it has exacerbated
poverty and inequality. Climate change is instrumental in hastening environmental dilapidation and
the instances of extreme weathers and the resulting consequences like hurricanes and floods which
affect susceptible populations. These outcomes of climate change have a direct impact on resources,
health, livelihoods, loss of homes, loss of lives and infrastructure but it may be noted that the impact
of these are not uniform across groups. For instance, rising temperatures severely affect countries
located in the tropics, which have a tendency to be poorer than countries located in temperate
zones. The vulnerability to extreme weather makes these countries poorer and the ratio between
the incomes of the richest and the poorest ten per cent is twenty five per cent larger than it would
be in a world free of global warming.2 Mostly people living in poverty and especially those who are
exposed to climate change in a very disproportionate way are the ones who are the most affected.
Similarly, the very same people are also vulnerable when it comes to climate change related diseases
and are more prone to damage from climate change as compared to their privileged counterparts in
other regions. Fewer resources play a significant role in this regard and it has also been seen that
climate change affects the pervasiveness of poverty thus leading to inequality. Moreover, natural
disasters and also the consequences of climate change related outcomes affect the intensity of
poverty due to unexpected changes in agricultural production and natural disasters. The report
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suggests that between three million and sixteen million people will fall into poverty by the year
2030.3
The third megatrend, urbanization is seen to have expanded opportunities for some whereas
increased divides as well. The 2030 Agenda for development outlines clean drinking water, health
care, and access to education, electricity, and opportunities for work as basic requirements to reach
the SDGs. However, the report reveals that regional inequalities within countries exist but however
are larger than inequalities among countries. Likewise, the disparities between rural and urban areas
stand out and the rural urban divisions are closing in some countries, whereas widening in others. It
may be noted that more people now live in urban areas as compared to rural areas. The migration to
urban areas is noteworthy but this change has and will likely have consequences for sustainable
development and also increase inequalities resultantly in urban areas respectively.
The fourth megatrend ‘international migration’ identified by the report is seen as a very prominent
symbol of inequality in terms of opportunities in different realms. Millions across the globe move
due to different reasons, in the quest for better opportunities, lifestyles, incomes and well-being.
Some also move due to conflict and natural disasters. Migration however does not only arise from
inequality but also from development as migration takes off as countries begin the transition
towards development. The effect of migration is mixed and varies from country to country. In some
cases, for instance the countries of destination tend to gain more from highly skilled workers. The
conditions of migration are largely dependent on what circumstances it takes place under and hence
the effects can also be determined accordingly.
Overall, it can be said that inequality persists in several realms but rising global inequalities and the
lack of multilateral cooperation hinders the efforts in terms of reducing global inequalities. In order
to reach the SDGs, the world must accelerate the effort towards reaching integrated global
solutions. The answer to overcoming global inequalities however, lies in joint action globally.
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